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LARGE FRUITED (PICTURED ON FRONT)

SPECIALTY TYPES

BIG DORIS F1    28-30 lBS.   
100 Days. Big Doris sets strong yields, even at tighter plantings. The large uniform fruit are 
medium orange with moderate ribbing and strong thick stems. Typically sizes at a 35 bin 
count. Intermediate resistance to PM. 

CARRIE F1   16-20 lBS. 
90 Days. Burnt orange fruit have an attractive uniform round shape and dark green stems 
that are firm and well attached. The perfect size for roadside sales or packing 55 count 
wholesale bins. Carrie’s compact vines offer intermediate resistance to PM and allow closer 
spacing for higher yields per acre. 

HANNIBAl F1    18-22 lBS.   
100 Days. Rich orange fruit are produced on strong vines that offer intermediate resistance 
to PM. The fruit have uniform size, slightly tall shape, medium ribbing, and dark strongly 
attached medium-thick stems. 

JASON F1    20-22 lBS. 
100 Days. Very uniform, slightly upright pumpkins are rich orange with medium ribbing and 
thick firmly attached stems. Full vine plants offer intermediate resistance to PM.

GRIZZlY BEAR F1    6-8 lBS.
90 Days. This small round warted pumpkin will offer a new look to fall displays with its 
unique caramel color. Grizzly Bear has a strong dark green stem and hard warts that do not 
damage easily, perfect for boxing. Strong vines offer intermediate resistance to PM and high 
fruit set. A perfect choice for customers seeking something different.   

MEllOW YEllOW F1    12-16 lBS.
90 Days. This early maturing lemon-yellow pumpkin is especially eye-catching when paired 
with white and orange pumpkins in market displays. The round fruit have nice ribbing and a 
strong straight stem, while the vines offer intermediate resistance to PM.   

MOONSHINE F1    8-12 lBS.   
100 Days. These very uniform fruit have the strongest and darkest colored stem in this class. 
Moonshine’s striking white color, slight ribbing, and smooth skin make it ideal for painting. 

SNOWBAll F1    2-4 lBS. 
100 Days. A small round pumpkin with bright white color and long, contrasting green stem. 
The medium vines have intermediate resistance to PM and produce strong yields. Snowball’s 
small size and smooth white finish make it perfect for painting. 

SUNlIGHT F1    5-8 lBS.
100 Days. Attractive round fruit have a stunning golden yellow color and contrasting dark 
green stem. The semi-bush vines offer intermediate resis tance to PM and produce good yields. 
Include Sunlight in mixed road side displays and inspire your customers to create their own 
unique decorative combinations.    

HYBRID SEED CO. PUMPKINS

Top Features  

Maturity of 100 days or less lends flexibility to spring sowing schedules. 
Perfect for short seasons, rain gap plantings, or late spring plantings. 

Strong Powdery Mildew Protection means healthier plants and  
better yields. 

Both Standard Jack-O-Lanterns and Specialty types offer reliable yields 
and uniformity, perfect for roadside or wholesale markets.

With many pumpkin varieties to consider, variety selection can become a daunting 
task. We’re here to help! Our in-house product specialists will aim you in the  
right direction for market-leaders, planting instructions and cultural practices.  
Call us toll-free 800.544.7938, or visit us at harrisseeds.com.  
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